Abstract.
N. Wiener and H. R. Pitt established a tauberian theorem which is "intermediate" between that of Wiener and Ikehara on one hand and a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood on the other. A new proof of the Wiener-Pitt theorem is given, using a technique of Bochner.
N. Wiener and H. R. Pitt established in [6] a tauberian theorem which is "intermediate" between that of Wiener and Ikehara on one hand and a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood on the other. Let a e (0, 1) and B > 0. Let C = C(a, B) be the curve in the complex plane given by From a one sided boundedness condition on a function plus an L\ hypothesis upon its Laplace transform along the curve G, it is proved that the function has a small integral over certain intervals. A result of this type had been conjectured by J. Karamata and a special case (a = J) was given by V. G. Avakumovic [1] .
The proof of Wiener and Pitt was quite intricate. Another version appears in Pitt's book [3, pp. 135-138] , but that proof is valid if and only if a ^ This is so because Pitt assumes that and this inequality is valid for all real u precisely when a ^ \ (cf. [2] and [4] ). The object of the present paper is to give a shorter proof of the theorem. We shall use a Bochner type argument, integrating along line segments a + it, -X ^ t ^ X, where we take a = L/x, X = \B'cf = B'Ux-*. The number L will be chosen later and will be independent of x, and B' = min (B, 1). We formulate the theorem substantially as in [3] . Now express j"e as the integral over Gx = {zEC:|Imz| < |5'o-a} plus the integral over C2 = G -C, and note that J"eJ5(z)| \dz\ -*■ 0 as 1/x (and hence tr) tends to 0, while the same integral over C2 is uniformly bounded. Thus 9?(x) ->-0 as x ->-oo □.
The next lemma shows s to be bounded "on the average." It is essential for the estimation of I2 and 74 at the conclusion of the article that the number ß may be arbitrarily small and that the number cx not depend on ß. provided that x is large enough so that | <p(x)\ ^ ke~L, exp {ßLeLxx~~1} ^ f.
Thus
-A \s{y)\dy^-f^T-^V{ßLxx-1} provided x is large enough so that exp {ßLx"-1} ^ V (sin |)2. Since ßL and e1" -*■ co with l Iß and 93 is continuous and tending to zero, we can take Xß to be the infimum of all x for which each of the three inequalities is valid. □ Corollary 1. There exists a number c2, which depends only on s, such that, for all x^O, jx \s(y)\ dy ^ c2x.
Proof.
The hypotheses of the theorem imply that \s\ is locally integrable and that s is zero near the origin. Now x"1 $x \s(y)\ dy is a continuous function on (0, 00) which is bounded at 0 and at 00, and thus is bounded on (0, co). □ A(x/2)2 C* 2 ~ B'Ux
We can estimate the second and fourth integrals using Corollary 2. We first replace hx(x -y) by 4/A(x -j)2 =: H(y), and note that H satisfies the monotonicity and slow growth conditions of the corollary on each of the two ranges. Thus 
where c3 is absolute. Given e in (0, 1), take rj so small that c3cxrj/A < e/5. Next, take L sufficiently large that {A + V)cxc3l(AB'L*rj) < e/5.
Then take x so large that all the preceding inequalities are valid and c3c2(A + rfix^HAB'L*) + c3o(l) < 2e/5.
We conclude then that for all sufficiently large x, and the proof of the theorem is complete. □ Possibly the Lx limit in the hypothesis of the theorem can be relaxed to the Lx bound Je \S(co)\ \dm\ < oo. One would then have to show (if possible) that the singularity of S at zero, when approached from "within" C, was sufficiently weak to permit the application of Cauchy's theorem.
